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mRNA-3630 is in IND-enabling GLP toxicology studies

Fabry Disease (Fabry) overview

Progressive, multi-organ disease with unmet need
• Fabry disease is an X-linked hereditary defect in
glycosphingolipid metabolism caused by mutations
in the GLA gene, which encodes for the lysosomal
protein alpha galactosidase
• Disease burden: Progressive, multiorgan,
lysosomal storage disorder (LSD) resulting in
cellular and tissue dysfunction

Cerebrovascular
disease

Cardiovascular
disease

-galactosidase
(GLA gene)
homodimer

Renal disease

̶ Impact to: vasculature, kidney, heart, GI, and
neurological system
̶ Childhood diagnosis; adult diagnosis post stroke or
renal complications

GI-tract symptoms

• Target population: Annual incidence of ~1:80,000
• Unmet need despite approved treatments:
̶ Recombinant ERT: Agalsidase beta (Sanofi/Genzyme);
Agalsidase alpha (Shire/PLC)
̶ Chaperone therapy: Migalastat (Amicus Therapeutics)
Acroparesthesia

Moderna concept: IV-administered mRNA encoding α-GAL enzyme with native post-translational
modifications to restore lysosomal enzyme activity for an extended duration
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Fabry Disease (mRNA-3630)

Pre-clinical data – sustained effect in multiple tissue types
Study Design:
Reduction in Lyso-Gb3 in tissue with single
administration of mRNA encoding α-GAL

Species:

Mouse
120

L y s o -G b 3 o f u n tre a te d

• Animals: GLA-/• Dose: 0.5 mpk
• Dosing Schedule: Single
• Injection Route: IV
• Sample Size: 3
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With a single dose of our mRNA encoding for α-GAL we observed a
sustained reduction in Lyso-Gb3 in pre-clinical studies
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Special note regarding forward-looking statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, as
amended including, but not limited to, statements concerning potential development candidate applications, development candidate
activities, preclinical and clinical studies, regulatory submissions and approvals, risk management and estimates and forward-looking
projections with respect to Moderna or its anticipated future performance or events. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be
identified by terminology such as “may,” “should,” “expects,” “intends,” “plans,” “aims,” “anticipates,” “believes,” “estimates,” “predicts,”
“potential,” “continue,” or the negative of these terms or other comparable terminology, although not all forward-looking statements contain
these words. The forward-looking statements in this presentation are neither promises nor guarantees, and you should not place undue
reliance on these forward-looking statements because they involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which
are beyond Moderna’s control and which could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by these forwardlooking statements. These risks, uncertainties and other factors include, among others: preclinical and clinical development is lengthy and
uncertain, especially for a new category of medicines such as mRNA, and therefore Moderna’s preclinical programs or development
candidates may be delayed, terminated, or may never advance to or in the clinic; no mRNA drug has been approved in this new potential
category of medicines, and may never be approved; mRNA drug development has substantial clinical development and regulatory risks due
to the novel and unprecedented nature of this new category of medicines; and those described in Moderna’s Prospectus filed with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on December 7, 2018 and in subsequent filings made by Moderna with SEC, which are
available on the SEC's website at www.sec.gov. Except as required by law, Moderna disclaims any intention or responsibility for updating or
revising any forward-looking statements in this presentation in the event of new information, future developments or otherwise. These
forward-looking statements are based on Moderna’s current expectations and speak only as of the date hereof.
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